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We apply Laplace deep-level transient spectroscopy(LDLTS) in situ after low-temperature proton implan-
tation into crystallinen-type germanium and identify a deep metastable donor center. The activation energy of
the donor emission is,110 meV when extrapolated to zero electric field. We obtain the split patterns of the
emission signal for uniaxial stress applied along three major crystal directionsk100l, k110l, and k111l, and
conclude that the symmetry of the center is trigonal. We compare the annealing characteristics with those of
bond-center hydrogen in silicon and with those of a trigonal center in germanium previously identified as
bond-center hydrogen byin situ local-mode infrared absorption spectroscopy. From this comparison it is
concluded that the observed donor emission originates from bond-center hydrogen. Infrared absorption also
revealed another trigonal center tentatively ascribed to hydrogen occupying an antibonding configuration. A
search for a corresponding deep level(as a hole or electron trap) failed, indicating that such level must be near
midgap or resonant with(close to) the valence band.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The isolated hydrogen impurity in silicon has been stud-
ied extensively in the past theoretically as well as
experimentally.1,2 See also the review by Estreicher3 and the
recent articles, Refs. 4–6. The impurity may exist in three
different charge states H+, H0, and H− depending on which
site in the silicon lattice hydrogen occupies. These charge
states give rise to either a donor levels0/+d ascribed to hy-
drogen at the bond-center site(BC) or an acceptor level
s−/0d defined as the change in energy when hydrogen emits
an electron and as a result swings from the tetrahedral site
sTd to the BC site. An important feature, predicted
theoretically7,8 and confirmed experimentally,6 is the inverted
order of the donor and acceptor levels(i.e., the negative-U
property). In other words either HBC

+ or HT
− is the stable con-

figuration for any position of the Fermi level and the neutral
charge state HBC

0 is always metastable(and has slightly lower
total energy than HT

0). Hence, when the hydrogen impurity is
thermodynamically able to capture an electron, then the low-
est energy configuration is HT. When the electron capture
process is not possible, then this configuration is HBC

+ . Ac-
cording to theory,7 which has been supported experimentally
in several ways, the crossing point for formation energies of
HT

− and HBC
+ corresponds to the Fermi-level position slightly

above midgap. Therefore, disregarding the possibility of hav-
ing metastable configurations at low temperature, the hydro-
gen atom will act as an amphoteric impurity, i.e., tending to
attain a positive charge state inp-type material and(as long
as then-type resistivity is not too high) a negative charge
state inn-type material. A simple consequence of this is that
in pure silicon the diffusion barrier of interstitial hydrogen9

is close to the barrier measured for hydrogen jumping be-
tween bond-center sites.10,11This picture may break down at
low temperature for two reasons.(i) The trapping at impuri-
ties or intrinsic defects tends to slow down, and eventually
stop, the migration of hydrogen by forming stable centers.
(ii ) The metastable configurations of hydrogen may speed up
its migration predominately due to the presence of fast mi-
grating HT

0, which is assumed to be generated transiently in
n-type material over a narrow temperature range where the
actual Fermi level matches the HBC

+ /HT
− crossing point. In

addition to the available data for hydrogen4–6 some of the
essential activation processes governing the hydrogen dy-
namics in silicon have been revealed also by muon-spin
techniques.12,13 Allowing for isotopic differences in zero-
point energies the agreement between the hydrogen and
muon data is satisfactory. Both types of studies accentuate
the significance of the hydrogen charge state in the migration
process.

In germanium one may expect to find similar defect
configurations.3 It has been shown theoretically14 that also in
this case a negative-U behavior of the isolated hydrogen cen-
ters can be expected. However the details of the dynamics,
which depends critically on the level position and saddle
point energies, may be quite different. The explicit
calculations14 and recent systematics15 indicate that the
s−/0d level of hydrogen at the tetrahedral interstitial site
should be resonant with the valence band. This is in contrast
to the case of silicon, where this level is midgap, below the
donor level, with the amphoteric behavior as one of the con-
sequences. The only direct experimental information on iso-
lated hydrogen in germanium obtained so far comes from a
recent infrared absorption study16 in which in situ spectros-
copy after low-temperature implantations revealed a strong
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stretch-mode signal, which in all its properties resembles that
of the established stretch-mode absorption of bond-center
hydrogen in silicon. This signal was consequently ascribed to
the germanium analog of this center. In addition a weaker
(but still strong) mode was ascribed to the degenerate bend
mode of hydrogen in an antibonding configuration(AB).

The present article describes a search for the donor and
acceptor levels of isolated interstitial hydrogen in germanium
throughin situ application of high-resolution deep-level tran-
sient spectroscopy(Laplace DLTS) carried out in a way
analogous to thein situ infrared absorption work.16 As in the
case of silicon it is essential to know the positions of the
donor and acceptor levels in order to understand hydrogen
doping and hydrogen dynamics in germanium. Neither of the
two levels has been identified so far, although muonium
results17 indicate the existence of bond-center donor emis-
sion with an activation energy of,0.23 eV. In addition,
shallow acceptor-type centers have been ascribed to hydro-
gen trapped at substitution-site C or Si impurities.18 These
centers are trigonal19 antibonding-type defects, which may
form when the migrating hydrogen enters a tetrahedral inter-
stitial site next to the impurity. From theory theirs−/0d lev-
els are expected to be similar to the corresponding level of
isolated hydrogen.

II. TECHNICAL DETAILS

A. Sample preparation

For the application of the DLTS technique Schottky di-
odes were prepared on samples cut and polished from
Czochralski-grown antimony-doped bulk germanium. Two
sets of sample materials with Sb concentrations of,1.5
31015 cm−3 and,331014 cm−3 were used. The sample ma-
terials were obtained from two different suppliers(Union
Miniere, Belgium, and Belarussian State University, Minsk,
respectively). In both materials the concentration of intersti-
tial oxygen was determined by infrared absorption to,7
31016 cm−3. For the uniaxial stress measurements sample
bars of 13237 mm were cut from the Minsk material and
polished in a(110) plane with edges cut alongk100l, k110l,
or k111l directions, respectively. All samples were furnished
with Schottky diodes made by thermal evaporation of
1.3 mm2 gold dots.

B. Experimental procedure

The samples(two at a time) were mounted on the cold
finger of a cryocooler and implanted with protons(or helium
ions for control measurements) at a temperature of 50 K. The
implantation energy was chosen for the individual samples
so that the peak of the implants would match the depletion
width of the diode under suitable reverse bias. For hydrogen
implantation of the Belgian material this energy was typi-
cally 600 keV, corresponding to a reverse bias of,3.5 V. In
this way we could perform subsequentin situ DLTS mea-
surements utilizing the Laplace method20 to deconvolute
composite capacitance transients into emission-rate spectra.
The sample bias was normally chosen to place the implanta-
tion profile close to the edge of the reverse-bias depletion

layer in order to minimize the electric field at the depth of
the implants and at the same time to maximize the amplitude
of the DLTS signals. The implantations were monitoredin
situ by CV profiling. Samples withø20% compensation at
the peak of the implants could be utilized maintaining an
exponential shape of the individual capacitance transients.

Besides the improved resolution, a special feature of the
Laplace method is that isothermal emission-rate spectra are
recorded, which makes the method particularly suitable for
annealing and uniaxial-stress studies. In the present study we
first examined the “as-implanted samples” in the temperature
range from the implantation temperature of 50 K up to
100 K. Then isochronal annealing sequences were carried
out with and without bias on the sample diodes and emission
spectra were recorded at suitable temperatures in the range
50–100 K for different choices of rate windows. At lower
temperatures and with open-face samples the thermal radia-
tion impinging from the walls of the implantation chamber
typically causes emission peaks to shift towards higher
rates.21 These optically induced shifts were also observed in
the present case but were eliminated by covering the beam
entrance of the cooled sample holder during data recording.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Identification of hydrogen-related donor emission

The inset of Fig. 1 depicts the Laplace DLTS spectra ob-
tained at 51 K after implanting hydrogen at 50 K into short-
circuited Au Schottky diodes at a dose of,63108 cm−2.
Prior to the implantation no signal is present in the displayed
emission-rate range and only very small and insignificant
process-induced signals were revealed(by conventional
DLTS) during cooling of the sample from room temperature.
The spectrum for the proton implanted sample is compared

FIG. 1. In situ Arrhenius analysis of the dominant Laplace
DLTS signal recorded at low temperature after proton implantation
at 50 K into a short-circuited Au Schottky diode. The signal origi-
nates from the proton stopping range. It is hydrogen related as the
inset shows by comparison of equivalent H and He implantations.
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to a spectrum obtained after implantation of helium at a dose
of ,23108 cm−2 into an identical diode. No significant
majority-carrier emission other than the peak shown appears
in the range 0.05 to 53103 s−1 examined at suitable tem-
peratures below 100 K. In addition we observed small
minority-carrier signals at low temperature caused by injec-
tion of holes from the Schottky junction. We cannot exclude
that these signals(in part) could be associated with hydro-
gen. However, because most of the signals are present prior
to the implantation they may have been introduced during
the HF rinse applied in the diode fabrication and are there-
fore not introduced as a result of the implantation. We shall
return to this point in further detail in Sec. III C.

The comparison in Fig. 1 of the hydrogen and helium data
show unambiguously that the recorded emission peak is re-
lated to hydrogen, in perfect analogy with previous results4

for the dominant center formed during low-temperature hy-
drogen implantation into silicon. For a quantitative(dose in-
dependent) comparison of the production yield of the domi-
nant hydrogen centers in Ge and Si we further carried out a
simultaneous in situ implantation of closely positioned
Schottky diodes build on Ge and Si substrates. From these
measurements we conclude that the yield at 50 K is larger by
a factor of,1.9 for Si than for Ge with the peak intensity
accounting for,30% of the implanted hydrogen in the case
of Ge. Possible reasons for this difference are discussed later.
However, the relatively large fractions of implants accounted
for clearly demonstrate the similarity of the two cases. As for
Si the dominating electron emission in Ge most likely origi-
nates from a center of interstitial type with hydrogen
squeezed into the germanium host lattice as a direct result of

the implantation process. In Fig. 1 we also depict an Arrhen-
ius analysis of the peak position, yielding an activation en-
thalpy ofDH=101±2 meV. The relatively large value of the
preexponential factor indicates that we are dealing with a
donor signal.

In order to confirm the donor character of the defect we
examined the electric field dependence of the signal as indi-
cated by the data shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The implantation
depth on the voltage scale is around −3 V as confirmed by
the voltage dependence of the peak intensities andCV pro-
filing (see inset in Fig. 2). Note that the hydrogen donor
signal is observed on the shallow donor compensation profile
slightly shifted towards the left shoulder partly as a result of
the donor artifact22 and partly because the compensation
peak due to implantation damage is shifted slightly towards
the junction as compared to the true hydrogen depth. At this
depth we estimate the electric field as a function of reverse
bias and conclude that the observed field dependence of the
emission rate within an uncertainty of about 25% is in agree-
ment with the prediction of the Hartke model23 for a single
donor (see Fig. 3). On this basis the zero field value of the
activation enthalpy may be estimated asDH=110±4 meV.

In the case of bond-center hydrogen in silicon the zero
field activation enthalpy has been determined to be
175±5 meV.4 As briefly outlined in the Introduction we can
expect that hydrogen behaves similarly in germanium and
silicon. For silicon it has been established4 by equivalentin
situ measurements that a large fraction(typically ,60%) of
the hydrogen implants enters the metastable bond-center
configuration revealed by its donor emission. Hence, the
similarity of the two cases suggests that also for germanium
a neutral metastable BC configuration of hydrogen forms
during implantation with most of the remaining implants hid-
den as negatively charged hydrogen at or nearT sites. With
the Si/Ge analogy in mind we anticipate our final assign-
ment of the donor signal and denote it EHBC. This bond-
center assignment is substantiated by uniaxial-stress and an-
nealing measurements to be presented in the next section.

B. Symmetry and annealing

A defect structure with monatomic hydrogen atoms lo-
cated in ak111l directed Ge-Ge bond of crystalline Ge must

FIG. 2. Electric field dependence of emission rates demonstrat-
ing its donor character where the shift in rate as a function of bias
voltage is shown. The inset shows the carrier concentration derived
from the CV profile before and after implantation as dashed and
solid lines, respectively. The dip in the carrier profile at around
−2.8 V coincides with the peak concentration of the hydrogen im-
plant. The upper scale of the inset marks the depths corresponding
to the biases given by the lower scale(note: the upper scale is
nonlinear).

FIG. 3. Field dependence compared to the three-dimensional
Hartke model(Ref. 23) as explained in the text. The field parameter
x is given by se3F /ped1/2/kBT, whereF is the magnitude of the
electric field,e the elementary charge, ande the dielectric constant
of Ge.
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exhibit trigonal symmetry. In order to determine the symme-
try of the EHBC center we carried out a series of uniaxial-
stress measurements applying the stress along the three ma-
jor crystallographic directions. The results are depicted in
Fig. 4. As can be seen the application of stress alongk111l
andk110l causes 3:1 and 3:2 splitting, respectively, whereas
k100l stress does not cause any splitting. The splitting pat-
terns confirm the trigonal symmetry of the emitting center,
and thereby support the anticipated ascription of this signal
to bond-center hydrogen.

As stated in the Introduction,in situ local-mode spectros-
copy applied to low-temperature hydrogen implanted intrin-
sic germanium has revealed a dominant infrared active center
also of trigonal symmetry. This center anneals at,225 K,
and if it is identical to our designated EHBC center, the an-
nealing properties of the two centers should be similar. We
show this in Fig. 5. Here, the filled circles mark isochronal
annealing sequences carried out for EHBC in 10 min steps
with reverse bias applied during the annealing. For compari-
son we include the data(open symbols) taken from Buddeet
al.16 These data represent the result of isochronal annealing
(in 15 min steps) of the 1794 cm−1 infrared absorption line.
This line has been identified unambiguously as the stretch
mode absorption of bond-center hydrogen in the positive
charge state and its annealing properties should therefore be
compared to those of the EHBC defect in its ionized state. As
can be seen the reverse-bias annealing of the EHBC center
and the 1794 cm−1 absorption signal occur at similar tem-
peratures with the annealing stage of the absorption signal
lowered by,25 K relative to the EHBC. This is to be ex-
pected for annealing caused by migration to sinks as antici-
pated here. The infraredin situ study could only be done
with samples containing a very high hydrogen concentration
s,1018 cm−3d with the consequence that the concentration of
implantation induced vacancy-type defects is similar or even

higher. The vacancy defects act as effective traps(sinks) for
migrating hydrogen as indicated by the fact that characteris-
tic vacancy-hydrogen centers are formed abundantly as a re-
sult of the annealing.16

The situation is different for the low-dose DLTS study.
Here the induced vacancy concentration is many orders of
magnitude lower and two other processes are responsible for
the disappearance of the emission signal, namely the migra-
tion and trapping of hydrogen at the inadvertent impurities
(oxygen, carbon, and silicon) in combination with drift to-
wards the junction in the electric field of the diode space-
charge layer. The observed shift in the annealing temperature
indicates a change in the prefactor by little more than one
order of magnitude and thereby(for similar trapping radii) a
difference in the trap concentration by the same amount. This
is fully consistent with the concentration of inadvertent im-
purities in the samples,1017 cm−3d as compared to the con-
centration of implantation-induced trapss.1018 cm−3d in the
ir measurement. In addition the recorded capacitance signal
will diminish as a result of redistribution of hydrogen in, and
escape of hydrogen from, the monitored part of the space-
charge layer. As a result the isochronal annealing will appear
steeper than would be the case for pure homogenous trapping
in accordance with the experimental data.

Taking the two sets of data together we estimate the mi-
gration barrier for H+ to be 0.48–0.52 eV and the prefactor
of the EHBC annealing to lie in the range 107–108 s−1. These
figures are close to those obtained for H+ migration in
Czochralski-grown silicon3 in similar measurements,
,0.44 eV and,108 s−1. A parallel to the silicon case is
found also for the zero-bias data(the cross symbols of Fig.

FIG. 4. Uniaxial-stress split patterns of the donor emission sig-
nal (see Fig. 1). The intensity ratios are 3:1 for stress alongk111l,
2:2 for stress alongk110l, and 4:0 for stress alongk100l, revealing
the trigonal symmetry of the emitting center.

FIG. 5. Isochronal annealing steps for the donor signal. The
zero-bias annealing(crosses) indicates a single-atomic-jump an-
nealing with activation energy in the range 0.36–0.38 eV. The
reverse-bias step(filled circles) is compared to the annealing step of
the 1794 cm−1 infrared absorption(open symbols) reproduced from
Ref. 16. With a difference in prefactor by one order of magnitude
due to different trap concentration in the two cases the(common)
step correspond to an activation energy for migration in the range
0.48–0.52 eV. See text for further details.
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5). This isochronal annealing can be analyzed consistently,
with activation energy and prefactor in the ranges of
0.36–0.38 eV and 1012–1013 s−1. The corresponding figures
for the silicon case were obtained as 0.293 eV and 3
31012 s−1 and proven to characterize a single atomic jump
process of H0 away from the bond-center site.10

C. Search for an acceptor level

The application of forward injection pulses to Au
Schottky barriers onn-type Ge crystals may cause injection
of holes and recharge of hole traps in the lower part of the
Ge band gap as shown recently.24,25 We mentioned already
that weak hole emission from shallow traps has been ob-
served at low temperature prior to implantation, and further
weak minority signals in the same rate window result from
the implantation. However, due to their small magnitude,
mutual overlap, and interference with the donor emission
these signals could not be resolved. In contrast to this, a
distinct hole-emission signal could be observed in the tem-
perature range 165–190 K. This emission is identical to a
signal previously assigned to the single acceptor state of the
vacancy-oxygen complex in germanium.24,25 We take this
observation as a strong indication that a thorough search in
the temperature interval covering most of the lower part of
the band gap should reveal a deep acceptor level of intersti-
tial hydrogen if it exists.

The work of Ref. 16 identified a strong infrared-active
center, which is stable up to about 150 K. This center was
tentatively assigned as interstitial hydrogen in an antibonding
configuration in the negative charge state. If it gives rise to
an acceptor level in the lower part of the band gap this
should be revealed as a substantial minority signal in the
Laplace DLTS spectra. We failed to find such a signal when
covering the band gap up to aboutEV+0.25 eV correspond-
ing to the temperature where the antibonding configuration
becomes unstable.16 Because we expect the acceptor abun-
dance to be significantly higher than the donor abundance
(,30% of the hydrogen implants as discussed in Sec. III A)
we conclude that the acceptor level is either close to midgap
or, more likely, very shallow or even buried in the valence
band.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison with theory

The results and analysis carried out in the previous sec-
tion strongly favor the bond-center assignment of the meta-
stable donor center generated by the low-temperature hydro-
gen implantation. We summarize the experimental evidence
leading to this assignment.(1) The center is abundantly
formed accounting for,30% of the implants and is the
dominant electrical center found in the upper,0.25 eV of
the band gap.(2) The center is trigonal, consistent with the
position of hydrogen on thek111l axis of the Ge crystal.(3)
The reverse-bias annealing of the center matches the anneal-
ing of the infrared absorption assigned previously as bond-
center hydrogen.(4) The zero-bias and reverse-bias anneal-

ing of the center parallels the annealing of bond-center
hydrogen in Si.

The bond-center assignment and metastability is in full
accordance with the theoretical expectations as reviewed in
Ref. 3. The analogous behavior of hydrogen in Si and Ge
was pointed out in early theoretical work.14 It is well estab-
lished experimentally that the presence of isolated hydrogen
always counteracts the prevailing doping ofn- or p-type Si.
This amphoteric behavior has now become widely recog-
nized as a common property of interstitial hydrogen in a
number of semiconductor materials. Van de Walle15 com-
pared the amphoteric properties for a number of cases apply-
ing a band alignment model. The basic assumption is the
constancy on an absolute energy scale of the point where
formation energies of HBC

+ and HT
− are equal. The position of

the energy gap on this scale relative to this HBC
+ /HT

− transition
level determines the Fermi-level ranges in the gap where an
added hydrogen impurity will act as acceptor or donor, or
stay neutral. When the defect is of negative-U type, then the
neutral situation never occurs in equilibrium. In consequence
hydrogen is always negatively charged when the transition
level is close to the edge of the valence band and positively
charged when it is close to the edge of the conduction band.
When the HBC

+ /HT
− transition occurs well inside the gap the

addition of hydrogen will tend to move the Fermi level to-
wards pinning at the transition level. For Ge the explicit
calculations14 and the systematics15 predict the transition
level to be at the bottom of the band gap with a consequence
that hydrogen at or near the tetrahedral interstitial site should
give rise to a shallow acceptor level or a valence-band reso-
nance and thereby compensate then-type conductivity and
possibly enhancep-type conductivity in germanium. This is
in contrast to the amphoteric behavior of interstitial hydro-
gen in Si. The failure of our search for minority-carrier emis-
sion as described in Sec. III C supports this theoretical pre-
diction.

Another theoretical prediction that is relevant to consider
in the present context is the trend26 indicated by calculation
for the C, Si, Ge host sequence that the energy difference
EsHT

0d−EsHBC
0 d is positive for Si and negative for Ge. The

lowering of EsHT
0d would appear to provide a qualitative ex-

planation for the experimental result(see Sec. III A) that the
likelihood of a direct formation of metastable HBC

0 is reduced
by about a factor of two for Ge as compared to Si. The
entering of hydrogen into a bond-center configuration re-
quires a substantial lattice relaxation. In the case of silicon
the high probability of HBC

0 formation has been ascribed to a
channel where hydrogen approaches thermalization as HT

0

and then in the final stages of this process surpasses an “ef-
fective” barrier for entering the BC site.4,5 For Ge such “qua-
sithermal” channel may be less efficient. The combination of
the theoretical prediction25 with the experimental results that
the activation energy for the thermal process HBC

0 →HT
0 is

significantly larger for Ge than for Si indicates a high ther-
mal barrier for the reverse process also. Further, the rate of
the competing electron capture to form HT

− is expected to
increase when this hydrogen state is resonant with the va-
lence band as indicated by our analysis. For both Ge and Si
we do observe a measurable increase in production yield
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(,25% and 10%, respectively) when the implantation tem-
perature is increased from 50 K to 80 K. Obviously, full
thermal equilibrium is not established during implantation.
However, guided by the properties of the thermal barriers,
we may conjecture that the formation of HBC

0 results from
jumps of hydrogen across an effective quasithermal barrier in
competition with electron capture to form HT

−, and that this
competition is less favorable for the HBC

0 formation in Ge
than in Si with the reduced yield as a consequence.

B. Comparison with other measurements

In Sec. III B, as a key point in our data interpretation, we
have already compared the annealing properties of our data
with those of Ref. 16. As briefly mentioned in Sec. III C this
in situ work also revealed the presence of a strong infrared
absorption signal ascribed to a negatively charged antibond-
ing or displacedT-site configuration of interstitial hydrogen.
It is tempting to assume, considering its strength, that this
signal may originate from the possible acceptor resonance
discussed above. We may further compare our observations
with properties of the known centersAsH,Cd andAsH,Sid in
germanium. These centers were generated in ultrapure mate-
rial by rapid quenching from high temperature18 and exam-
ined in detail19 by photothermal ionization spectroscopy.
They have trigonal symmetry like the antibonding-type cen-
ter of Ref. 16. This coincidence of symmetry together with
the theoretical expectation14 that all three centers should
have similar energy levels may be taken as further support

for the assumed origin of the infrared signal. We have al-
ready mentioned in the introduction that muon data indicates
that the activation energy for electron emission from the BC
configuration is,0.23 eV. This result differs from our result
,0.11 eV significantly more than for the Si case where the
corresponding figures are,0.21 eV and,0.175 eV, respec-
tively. We have no explanation for this apparent discrepancy.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have identified the donor level of a metastable trigonal
center of isolated hydrogen inn-type Ge. The center is as-
signed to the bond-center hydrogen as a result of the analysis
of its formation and annealing properties and symmetry. It is
the analog of the well-established bond-center configuration
of isolated hydrogen in Si. A search for the complementary
interstitial-site acceptor level failed, indicating that this level
is very shallow or resonant with the valence band. Our ex-
perimental results comply with theoretical expectations.
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